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GL.S.130, Sissy Boy on the rooftop of Greer's Brooklyn apartment with a church steeple in the background, 1980
GL.S.131, Sissy Boy on the fire escape of Greer's apartment with the streetscape in the background, 1980
GL.S.132, Sissy Boy on the rooftop of Greer's Brooklyn apartment with sky in the background, 1980
GL.S.133, Sissy Boy standing against a white wall in Greer's apartment wearing a pair of boxer shorts, 1980
GL.S.134, Sissy Boy on the fire escape of Greer's Brooklyn apartment with sky in the background, 1980
GL.S.135, Sissy Boy on the fire escape of Greer's Brooklyn apartment with sky in the background, 1980
GL.S.136, Detail - Sissy Boy on the fire escape of Greer's Brooklyn apartment with sky in the background, 1980
GL.S.137, Detail - Sissy Boy on the fire escape of Greer's Brooklyn apartment with sky in the background, 1980
GL.S.138, Sissy Boy on the fire escape of Greer's Brooklyn apartment with sky and steeple in the background, 1980
GL.S.139, Sissy Boy on the fire escape of Greer's Brooklyn apartment with street scape the background, 1980
GL.S.140, Sissy Boy on the fire escape of Greer's Brooklyn apartment with sky and steeple in the background, 1980
GL.S.141, Detail - Sissy Boy on the fire escape of Greer's Brooklyn apartment, 1984
GL.S.142, Sissy Boy on the fire escape of Greer's Brooklyn apartment, 1980
GL.S.143, Sissy on the on the fire escape of Greer's Brooklyn apartment, 1980
GL.S.144, Sissy on the on the fire escape of Greer's Brooklyn apartment, 1980
GL.S.145, Sissy leaning against the wall, 1980
GL.S.146, Sissy leaning against the wall, 1980
GL.S.195, Nude blond doll wearing pearls in a bed scene surrounded by lace, May 1979 – December 1980
GL.S.196, Nude blond doll wearing pearls in coffin shaped box surrounded by lace, June 1979 – December 1980
GL.S.197, Nude blond doll wearing pearls in coffin shaped box surrounded by lace, July 1979 – December 1980
GL.S.198, Red topless against a wall, circa 1984
GL.S.199, Red topless against a wall - detail, circa 1985
GL.S.200, Red bare-breasted with draped fabric and shoes, circa 1986
GL.S.201, Red topless sitting in a window, circa 1987
GL.S.202, Red topless sitting on a fire escape, circa 1988
GL.S.203, Red bare-breasted with draped fabric and shoes, circa 1989
GL.S.204, Detail from the rear of Woman in Red, February 1981 – December 1982
GL.S.205, Detail head shot of Woman in Red, February 1 1982
GL.S.206, Detail head shot of Woman in Red, February 1981 – December 1982
GL.S.207, Woman in Red leaning against a wall, February 1981 – December 1982
GL.S.208, Woman in Red standing on a window ledge, February 1981 – December 1982
GL.S.209, Woman in Red standing on a window ledge, February 1981 – December 1982
GL.S.210, Woman in Red sitting on a window ledge with a plant, February 1981 – December 1982
GL.S.211, Detail of Woman in Red's shoes, February 1981 – December 1982
GL.S.212, Headshot, Woman in Red portrait, February 1981 – December 1982
GL.S.213, Detail of Woman in Red's shoes, February 1981 – December 1982
GL.S.214, Detail of Woman in Red's shoes, blue background, February 1981 – December 1982
GL.S.215, Detail of Woman in Red - Face, February 1981 – December 1982
GL.S.216, Fat Lady and Woman in Red, February 1981 – December 1982
GL.S.217, Fat Lady and Woman in Red, February 1981 – December 1982
GL.S.218, Portrait of Lady in Red, February 1981 – December 1982
GL.S.219, Fat Lady portrait, Bare, breasted, circa 1982
GL.S.220, Portrait headshot of Fat Lady wearing a lace dress, circa 1982
GL.S.221, Portrait headshot, of Fat Lady wearing a lace dress, from above, circa 1982
GL.S.222, Portrait of Fat Lady wearing a lace dress, circa 1982
GL.S.279, Princess Pamela standing in doorway of Civilian Warfare, 1984
GL.S.280, Princess Pamela standing in doorway of Civilian Warfare with Cookie Puss/Baby June in an open door, 1984
GL.S.281, Princess Pamela standing in doorway of Civilian Warfare, 1984
GL.S.282, Princess Pamela standing in doorway of Civilian Warfare speaking to a police officer, 1984
GL.S.283, Acrobat wearing Red pants doing a handstand in the street, 1984
GL.S.284, Acrobat wearing Red pants doing a handstand in the street - front view, 1984
GL.S.285, Acrobat wearing Red pants doing a handstand in the street - front view, 1984
GL.S.286, Acrobat wearing Red pants doing a handstand in the street - side view on a plinth, 1984
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GL.S.287, Acrobat wearing underpants doing a handstand, on a box on plinth in an interior, 1984
GL.S.288, Acrobat wearing red pants doing a handstand, on a plinth, in the street - view from above, 1984
GL.S.289, Nude Acrobat and Acrobat wearing red pants in an interior, 1984
GL.S.290, Detail of Acrobat wearing red pants, doing a handstand on a box in the street, 1984
GL.S.291, Detail of Acrobat wearing red pants, doing a handstand on a box in the street - side view, 1984
GL.S.292, Princess Pamela in doorway of Civilian Warfare - side view, 1984
GL.S.293, Cookie Puss/Baby June outside of Civilian Warfare, 1984
GL.S.294, Princess Pamela outside of Civilian Warfare, 1984
GL.S.295, Princess Pamela outside of Civilian Warfare - detail, 1984
GL.S.296, Princess Pamela outside of Civilian Warfare - detail closeup, 1984
GL.S.297, Armless torso standing in the street, 1984
GL.S.298, Cookie Puss/Baby June outside of Civilian Warfare, 1984
GL.S.299, Cookie Puss/Baby June outside of Civilian Warfare, 1984
GL.S.300, Armless torso standing in the street against a church column - front view, 1984
GL.S.301, Armless torso standing in the street against a church column - front view, 1984
GL.S.302, Armless torso standing in the street in front of a wall of political posters - front view, 1984
GL.S.303, Armless torso standing in the street against a church column - front view, 1984
GL.S.304, Armless torso standing in the street against a church column - front view, 1984
GL.S.305, Armless torso standing in the street against a church column - back view, 1984
GL.S.306, Armless torso standing in the street against a church column - angle view, 1984
GL.S.307, Armless torso standing in the street against a church column - angle view, 1984
GL.S.308, Armless torso standing in the street against a church column - straight on, 1984
GL.S.309, Armless torso standing in the street against a church column - straight on, 1984
GL.S.310, Armless torso standing in the street against a church column - rear view, 1984
GL.S.311, Armless torso standing in the street against the side of the road, 1984
GL.S.312, Nude Acrobat view from above in a doorway with silver paint, 1984
GL.S.313, Nude Acrobat view from above in a doorway with silver paint, 1984
GL.S.314, Nude Acrobat in the street with long shadow, 1984
GL.S.315, Nude Acrobat in a doorway with silver paint - side view, 1984
GL.S.316, Nude Acrobat in a doorway with silver paint - front view, 1984
GL.S.317, Nude Acrobat in a doorway with silver paint - front view, detail, 1984
GL.S.318, Nude Acrobat in a doorway with silver paint - front view, detail, 1984
GL.S.319, Acrobat with red pants, 1984
GL.S.320, Acrobat wearing Red Pants doing a handstand on a black box - in the street with long shadows, 1984
GL.S.321, Nude Acrobat doing a handstand on a black box - in the street with long shadows, 1984
GL.S.322, Acrobat wearing Red pants doing a handstand on a black box, in the street - side view in front of posters, 1984
GL.S.323, Cookie Puss/Baby June sitting in the street, 1984
GL.S.324, Fat Lady in Monochrome with hands clasped, 1984
GL.S.325, Fat Lady Nude with hands clasped, 1984
GL.S.326, Close-up of Geoff's Torso, 1984
GL.S.327, Close-up of Geoff's Torso, 1984
GL.S.328, Close-up of Geoff's Torso, 1984
GL.S.329, Close-up of Geoff's Torso, 1984
GL.S.330, Close-up of Geoff's Torso, 1984
GL.S.331, Close-up of Geoff's Torso, 1984
GL.S.332, Close-up of Geoff's Torso - detail closeup, 1984
GL.S.333, Close-up of Geoff's Torso, 1984
GL.S.334, Close-up of Geoff's Torso, 1984
GL.S.335, Geoff's Torso, 1984
GL.S.336, Close-up of Geoff's Torso, 1984
GL.S.499, Detail of an installation, captured with an orange filter, 1980s
GL.S.502, Ellen poses with a number of black and white photographs, 1980s
GL.S.503, Aunt Ruth in doorway of Civilian Warfare, 1980s
GL.S.504, Doll head in progress, visible layers of foam, wire, paint, etc, 1980s
GL.S.506, Armless Torso, nude supported by wire or rebar limbs, bloodied hips, set outside on cement staircase, 1980s
GL.S.507, Bald doll in paper bag pants and red heels, suspended doing a split in midair, as seen from behind, 1980s
GL.S.508, Close up of Princess Pamela doll reclined, blue and pink tones, 1980s
GL.S.509, Small, nude doll hung in crucified pose, 1980s
GL.S.510, Small doll hung on wall, seemingly unfinished, disemboweled with long dark hair, wires exposed where hands and
feet would be, 1980s
GL.S.511, Chard Woman - Near life-size doll of a black woman, [hand painted teeth], 1980s
GL.S.512, Cookie Puss - Obese doll in lingerie sits on pink stool in gallery environment, 1980s
GL.S.513, Siamese Twins - doll of twins conjoined at the waist, wearing red lingerie, stockings, and headwraps posed in gallery
space, 1980s
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GL.S.514, Nude doll with male genitalia laid back on bed smoking, [in a bedroom installation] with additional dolls, postcards
and posters on the walls including one of the transgender actor Candy Darling - view from below, 1980s
GL.S.515, Matted anatomical sketch of hips, spine and uterus done in pencil and watercolor, mostly primary colors, 1980s
GL.S.516, Diana Vreeland doll posed in office-like space under glass, [in the window at Einsteins], 1980s
GL.S.517, Five of Greer's dolls, posed on red sofa as if at a cocktail party, all fully dressed and coiffed, 1980s
GL.S.518, Sketch done in watercolor and pencil, of open torso with exposed organs, blue and orange colors, 1980s
GL.S.519, Detail - Siamese Twins - Doll of twins conjoined at the waist, wearing red lingerie, stockings, and headwraps posed in
gallery space, 1980s
GL.S.520, Three piece torso sculpture, stitched together supported by wire frame, raw-looking edged, 1980s
GL.S.521, Head and Torso detail -Siamese Twins seems are visible revealing some process, heavy makeup, 1980s
GL.S.522, Longer shot - Siamese Twins - Doll of twins conjoined at the waist, wearing red lingerie, stockings, and headwraps
posed in gallery space, 1980s
GL.S.523, Mirrored - Head and Torso detail -Siamese Twins seems are visible revealing some process, heavy makeup, 1980s
GL.S.524, Alvira - semi-nude in red lingerie, thigh high boots, chains, seated in pink armchair, 1980s
GL.S.525, Brighter duplicate -Alvira - semi-nude in red lingerie, thigh high boots, chains, seated in pink armchair, 1980s
GL.S.526, Detail - Alvira - semi-nude in red lingerie, thigh high boots, chains, seated in pink armchair, 1980s
GL.S.527, Ellen and Freddie nude, posed reclining on red couch against blue wall, 1980s
GL.S.528, Detail - Ellen - Dolls Ellen and Freddie nude, posed reclining on red couch against blue wall, 1980s
GL.S.529, Detail - Touch - Dolls Ellen and Freddie nude, posed reclining on red couch against blue wall, 1980s
GL.S.530, Ellen and Freddie stand nude behind doll Cookie Puss, seated on pink stool and wearing pink lingerie, 1980s
GL.S.531, Ellen and Freddie sitting close together on red couch, waist up view, 1980s
GL.S.532, Small doll hung on wall with shriveled limbs, disemboweled, undefined face, 1980s
GL.S.533, Edie Sedgewick in striped jumpsuit with gold jewelry and accents posed upright in front of blue wall, 1980s
GL.S.534, Sissy topless in red tutu and floral headdress, red makeup, 1980s
GL.S.535, Detail of Sissy topless in red tutu and floral headdress, red makeup, 1980s
GL.S.536, Nude doll, curvy with short red hair stood indoors by corner of window, 1980s
GL.S.537, Dee Dee Deluxe skin, empty fat suit balled up, focus on bare face and eyeholes, 1980s
GL.S.935, Siamese Twins doll, nude but for red underwear, stocking, black heels, and red headpieces, arms around each other
and leaning near an open door which gives a view of the street, as seen from the side and at a distance, circa 1985
GL.S.936, Siamese Twins doll portrait, they're nude from the waist up, wearing red underwear, stockings, heels, and red
headpiece, circa 1985
GL.S.951, Baby doll, made of tight peach fabric, circa 1985
GL.S.952, Baby doll, made of tight peach fabric, circa 1985
GL.S.965, male siamese twins doll, joined at hips, both have red-brown hair, cropped black sweaters, black pants, and their
hands raised to their head or face, circa 1985
GL.S.966, Siamese Twins Boys doll, against blue floral cloth, both with red hair, cropped black sweater, patterned slacks and
black shoes, conjoined at the hip and sharing one leg, they have their arms around each other and are laughing, circa 1985
GL.S.967, male siamese twins doll, joined at hips, both have red-brown hair, cropped black sweaters, black pants, circa 1985
GL.S.968, male siamese twins doll, joined at hips, both have red-brown hair, cropped black sweaters, black pants, and laughing
with their arms elevated, circa 1985
GL.S.969, Alternate view, closer crop- male siamese twins doll, joined at hips, both have red-brown hair, cropped black
sweaters, black pants and laughing, circa 1985
GL.S.970, Siamese twins boys doll, with matching red-brown hair, black sweaters, and conjoined at hip, laughing and holding
up artichoke to the camera, circa 1985
GL.S.983, Close up of Rusty's face, strong features, bright red bob with bangs, red lipstick, white shirt with a popped collar
under blazer, to of star-shaped broach visible, circa 1985
GL.S.984, Rusty's head and chest, shirt open under jacket, layered coin necklace and sheriff's badge, bright red bobbed hair,
circa 1985
GL.S.985, Close up, three quarters view of Rusty's face, bangs and red lipstick, circa 1985
GL.S.986, Rusty's head and chest, shirt open under jacket, sheriff's badge, with bright red bobbed hair and bangs, circa 1985
GL.S.987, Portrait of Rusty, a doll with a red bob, circa 1985
GL.S.988, Rusty leans against a wall, leaning on some kind of frame, one thumb tucked in a beltloop of its jeans, circa 1985
GL.S.989, Detail - thumb looped through belt loop, ribs poking out, nails painted red and wearing beaded bracelet, circa 1985
GL.S.990, Alternate angle - Portrait of Rusty, a doll with a red bob, circa 1985
GL.S.1015, Two dolls posed together, each in sequined red dresses, and holding a bun
GL.S.1016, Doll with red, feather hair, in a red and gold sequined dress, holding a cat and bun, in front of blue and white
background
GL.S.1017, Doll in red and gold sequin dress, in full makeup with close cropped hair holding cat and bun while sitting in blue
plastic chair, while a minidoll sits on her shoulder
GL.S.1018, Alternate view, from above- Doll with red, feather hair, in a red and gold sequined dress, holding a cat and bun, in
front of blue and white background
GL.S.1019, Alternate View- Doll in red and gold sequin dress, in full makeup with close cropped hair holding cat and bun while
sitting in blue plastic chair, while a minidoll sits on her shoulder
GL.S.1035, Doll with black bun, strong profile, flesh-toned wings and green serpent tail crouched in foliage, 1980
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GL.S.1036, Doll with black bun, strong profile, flesh-toned wings and green serpent tail suspended in foliage with fingers raised,
1980
GL.S.1037, Doll with black bun, strong profile, flesh-toned wings, and gold jewlery looms over a chicken coop, 1980
GL.S.1038, Clay sculpture of three people stacked [ piggy-back style] as seen from three quarters behind, 1980
GL.S.1039, Alternate View- Clay sculpture of three people stacked [ piggy-back style] as seen from behind, 1980
GL.S.1040, Alternate View- Clay sculpture of three people stacked [ piggy-back style] as seen from the side, 1980
GL.S.1041, Detail- Clay sculpture of three people stacked [ piggy-back style] as seen from the side, 1980
GL.S.1042, Blue and pink doll torso with erect penis inside wire cage, 1980
GL.S.1043, Doll in fetal postion on floor, in yellow jumpsuit with red accessories, 1980
GL.S.1044, Mask or doll face [maybe intermidate stage of Dee Dee Deluxe] in progress, no eyes or details, 1980
GL.S.1045, Hand holding very small nude doll with black hair and blue eye shadow, 1980
GL.S.1046, Curvy doll with long red hair and heavy colorful, gold jewlery, and in black sheer bra, 1980
GL.S.1082, Two dolls sitting together against white wall, one life-size male presenting doll shirtless in a red jacket, 1984
GL.S.1083, Close up of doll's face, with distinctive, sharp features, thin brows, green, lined eyes, hooked nose, 1984
GL.S.1084, Close up of doll's face, with distinctive, sharp features, thin brows, green, lined eyes, hooked nose, 1984
GL.S.1085, Close up of doll's face, with distinctive, sharp features, thin brows, green, lined eyes, hooked nose, 1984
GL.S.1109, Strawberry blonde doll, just under life size, standing in pink polka dot kitten heels, matching underwear, holding a
matching bra and long gold earrings, circa 1982
GL.S.1110, Strawberry blonde doll, just under life size, standing in pink polka dot kitten heels, matching lingerie, sheer pink robe
with gold accents and long gold earrings, circa 1982
GL.S.1111, Strawberry blonde doll, just under life size, standing in pink polka dot kitten heels, matching sheer lingerie and long
gold earrings, circa 1982
GL.S.1112, Strawberry blonde doll, just under life size, standing in pink polka dot kitten heels, matching sheer lingerie and baby
pink robe and long gold earrings, circa 1982
GL.S.1113, Alternate View - Strawberry blonde doll, just under life size, standing in pink polka dot kitten heels, matching sheer
lingerie and baby pink robe and long gold earrings, circa 1982
GL.S.1114, Strawberry blonde doll, just under life size, nude except for pink heels and removing her underwear, circa 1982
GL.S.1115, Strawberry blonde doll, nude, with detailed vagina, wearing heavy makeup, pink nails, and gold jewlery, facing
slightly to the left, circa 1982
GL.S.1116, Copy- Strawberry blonde doll, just under life size, standing in pink polka dot kitten heels, matching sheer lingerie
and baby pink robe and long gold earrings, circa 1982
GL.S.1117, Strawberry blonde doll in sheer, pink polka dot lingerie with gold accents and with heavy makeup, circa 1982
GL.S.1118, Close up of strawberry blonde doll's torso in sheer, pink polka dot lingerie and pink robe with gold accents semi
closed, circa 1982
GL.S.1119, Strawberry blonde doll, just under life size, standing in pink polka dot lingerie, removing her bra and exposing one
breast, circa 1982
GL.S.1120, Strawberry blonde doll, just under life size, standing in pink polka dot lingerie, removing her sheer pink robe, circa
1982
GL.S.1121, Copy, slightly wider crop- Strawberry blonde doll, nude, with detailed vagina, wearing heavy makeup, pink nails, and
gold jewlery, facing slightly to the left, circa 1982
GL.S.1122, Uncropped shot of strawberry blonde doll's torso and face in sheer, pink polka dot lingerie and pink robe with gold
accents semi closed, circa 1982
GL.S.1123, Strawberry blonde doll, with heavy makeup, in a sheer pink bra, nearly falling off, exposing one breast, circa 1982
GL.S.1124, Strawberry blonde doll, with heavy makeup, lying on floor nude, touching one breast, and wearing gold jewlery,
circa 1982
GL.S.1125, Strawberry blonde doll, with heavy makeup, lying on green shag carpet, nude and wearing gold jewlery and heels,
circa 1982
GL.S.1126, Strawberry blonde doll, nude, smiling in front of christmas tree, holding an ornament and with her hand on her hip,
circa 1982
GL.S.1127, Detail, crop from genitals to top of doll's head - Strawberry blonde doll, with heavy makeup, lying on green shag
carpet, nude and wearing gold jewlery and heels, circa 1982
GL.S.1128, Detail, crop from genitals to top of doll's head at angle- Strawberry blonde doll, with heavy makeup, lying on green
shag carpet, nude and wearing gold jewlery and heels, circa 1982
GL.S.1129, Strawberry blond doll, close up and nude in front of christmas tree, midwink, circa 1982
GL.S.1130, Strawberry blonde doll, with heavy makeup, lying on green shag carpet, extreme close up on her face, circa 1982
GL.S.1131, Close up portrait of strawberry blonde doll in heavy makeup and gold earrings, from the shoulders up, circa 1982
GL.S.1132, Strawberry blonde doll, with heavy makeup, lying on green shag carpet with her hands on her torso, circa 1982
GL.S.1133, Close up portrait of strawberry blonde doll in pink sheer bra and robe, and gold earrings, from the shoulders up in
heavy makeup, circa 1982
GL.S.1134, High angle profile portrait of strawberry blonde doll in pink sheer lingerie and robe, and gold earrings, and heavy
makeup, circa 1982
GL.S.1135, detail of face - High angle profile portrait of strawberry blonde doll in pink sheer lingerie and robe, and gold earrings,
and heavy makeup, circa 1982
GL.S.1136, Strawberry blonde doll in pink sheer lingerie, face down on blue tulle background, as seen from behind, circa 1982
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GL.S.1137, Strawberry blonde doll in pink sheer bra, vagina exposed, laying on green shag carpet, circa 1982
GL.S.1138, Detail, closer crop- Strawberry blonde doll in pink sheer lingerie, face down on blue tulle background, as seen from
behind, circa 1982
GL.S.1139, Close up of topless strawberry blonde doll, lots of makeup, with her hand in her hair, circa 1982
GL.S.1140, Strawberry blonde doll in black underwear and long black and silver gloves up to her shoulders, circa 1982
GL.S.1141, Detail of the back of strawberry blonde doll's neck, labelled Lankton "82", circa 1982
GL.S.1142, Close up of topless strawberry blonde doll, lots of makeup, with pencil thin eyebrows and thick hair, circa 1982
GL.S.1143, Strawberry blonde doll, nude, in an open, sheer prink robe, with her hand in her hair, circa 1982
GL.S.1144, Copy- Strawberry blonde doll, nude, smiling in front of christmas tree, holding an ornament and with her hand on
her hip, circa 1982
GL.S.1192, Rigid doll or statuette of obsese woman with short red hair, small blue tanktop and jeans, seen in profile, posed as if
running or dancing, 1987
GL.S.1193, Doll of an asian woman with large red earrings, red dress, and red lipstick held up to camera, Nan Goldin in the
background
GL.S.1194, Doll of an asian woman with large red earrings, red dress, and red lipstick and nails, one hand raised
GL.S.1195, Doll of an asian woman with large red earrings, red dress, and red lipstick and nails, one hand raised
GL.S.1196, Doll of an older asian woman with large red earrings, red dress, and red lipstick and nails, one hand raised
GL.S.1197, Doll of an older asian woman with large red elephant earrings, red dress, and red lipstick and nails, one hand raised
GL.S.1198, Doll of an older asian woman with large red elephant earrings, red dress, and red lipstick and nails, one hand raised
GL.S.1199, Doll of an older asian woman, in a long red dress, with red earrings and long nails
GL.S.1200, Doll of an older asian woman, in a long red dress, with red earrings and long nails
GL.S.1201, Doll of an older asian woman, in a long red dress, with red earrings and long nails
GL.S.231, Self-Portrait Doll in a box, 1980
GL.S.232, Self-Portrait Doll in a box, side view, 1980
GL.S.233, Self-Portrait Doll in a box, angle view, 1980
GL.S.234, Cruci Fix doll in a wire crucifix on a blue background, annotated "10 x 14'", 1980
GL.S.235, Cruci Fix doll in a wire crucifix on a blue background with two more in cages, 1980
GL.S.236, Doll in the fetal position, 1979
GL.S.237, Doll standing in wire box, 1979
GL.S.238, Doll in the fetal position, 1979
GL.S.239, Doll standing in a wire cage, annotated Rubout's box, 1979
GL.S.240, Self-Portrait doll in a dress, carrying Rubout's Cage, 1980
GL.S.241, Self-Portrait doll in a Perspex box, 1980
GL.S.242, Self-Portrait doll in a dress, carrying Rubout's Cage from the front, 1980
GL.S.243, Self-Portrait doll in a Perspex box, 1980
GL.S.244, Self-Portrait doll in a Perspex box - side view, 1980
GL.S.269, Charred Woman Doll looking through the window of a red door, 1981
GL.S.270, Charred Woman Doll standing against a white wall, 1981
GL.S.271, Charred Woman Doll standing sitting on a wooden floor, 1981
GL.S.272, Charred Woman Doll leaning against a grey background, 1981
GL.S.273, Charred Woman Doll standing facing a white wall, 1981
GL.S.274, Charred Woman Doll standing facing a white wall - detail, 1981
GL.S.275, Charred Woman Doll standing facing a white wall - detail close up, 1981
GL.S.276, Charred Woman Doll standing sitting on a wooden floor, 1981
GL.S.277, Detail - Portrait of Charred Woman against a black background, 1981
GL.S.278, Portrait of Charred Woman against a black background, 1981
GL.S.147, Ellen portrait standing against a wall with images of people with anorexia, 1981
GL.S.148, Ellen and Red Womb in a red interior - arms raised, 1981
GL.S.149, Cookie Puss/Baby June, Alvira in a red interior, 1981
GL.S.150, Missy opening an exterior door wearing a floral headpiece and tutu skirt - detail, 1981
GL.S.151, Missy opening an exterior door wearing a floral headpiece and too skirt, 1981
GL.S.152, Zoom out of Alvira Cookie Puss/Baby June and Ellen in a red interior revealing the scene has been constructed on
top of an ice machine, 1981
GL.S.153, Alvira, Cookie Puss/Baby June and Ellen in a red interior sitting, 1981
GL.S.154, Cookie Puss/Baby June and Ellen in a red interior sitting - detail, 1981
GL.S.155, Cookie Puss/Baby June and Ellen in a red interior sitting - detail, 1981
GL.S.156, Alvira Cookie Puss/Baby June and Ellen in a red interior sitting, 1981
GL.S.157, Alvira Cookie Puss/Baby June in a red interior sitting, 1981
GL.S.158, Sissy portrait in an interior wearing jewelry, 1984
GL.S.159, Sissy headshot in an interior, 1984
GL.S.943, Small blond doll with mohawk or bouffant style hair, wearing pink dress, heels, and pink-tone makeup, isolated
against black background, 1981
GL.S.944, Blonde doll with mohawk or bouffant sits topless in long red skirt, leopard print shawl, elaborate jewlery and makeup
on blue background, 1981
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GL.S.945, Blonde doll with mohawk or bouffant in pink lace dress with buttons, seen from the waist up against white
background, 1981
GL.S.946, Copy- Small blond doll with mohawk or bouffant style hair, wearing pink dress, heels, and pink-tone makeup, isolated
against black background, 1981
GL.S.947, Blonde doll with mohawk in pink lace dress, softly lit and from a slight angle against black background, 1981
GL.S.948, Blonde doll with mohawk in pink dress, close view in three quarters view, face detail, 1981
GL.S.337, Bare-breasted Cookie Puss/Baby June with long hair, 1983
GL.S.338, Bare-breasted Cookie Puss/Baby June with short hair, 1983
GL.S.339, Bare-breasted Cookie Puss/Baby June with hair up, 1983
GL.S.340, Bare-breasted Cookie Puss/Baby June with hair up - detail, pink background, 1983
GL.S.341, Cookie Puss/Baby June with hair up - close-up detail, 1983
GL.S.342, Bare-breasted Cookie Puss/Baby June with hair down, in shadow, 1983
GL.S.980, Teri Toye modeling a blue headpiece with a large gold carriage, circa 1985
GL.S.981, Close up of Teri Toye doll wearing green circular sunglasses and a black beret, circa 1985
GL.S.982, Teri Toye doll, Rusty, and Edie Sedgewick doll nude or partially leaned against white brick wall, circa 1985
GL.S.368, Rusty against a brick wall - detail, October 1983 – December 1984
GL.S.369, Rusty against a brick wall standing beside Cookie Puss sitting on a foot rest, October 1983 – December 1984
GL.S.370, Rusty against a brick wall standing beside Cookie Puss sitting on a foot rest - closer, October 1983 – December 1984
GL.S.367, Greer Lankton photographing Rusty against a brick wall, October 1983 – December 1984
GL.S.371, Greer Lankton brushing Rusty's hair, October 1983 – December 1984
GL.S.160, Ellen nude portrait on a wooden floor, 1982
GL.S.191, Detail - headshot portrait of unknown, unfinished doll, from the Ellen love scenes, 1982
GL.S.193, Portrait of unknown, unfinished doll from the Ellen love scenes, 1982
GL.S.177, Unknown doll in bed with Ellen, 1982
GL.S.178, Unknown doll in bed with Ellen, 1982
GL.S.179, Unknown doll in bed with Ellen, 1982
GL.S.180, Unknown doll in bed with Ellen, 1982
GL.S.181, Unknown doll in bed with Ellen, 1982
GL.S.182, Unknown doll in bed with Ellen, 1982
GL.S.183, Unknown doll in bed with Ellen, 1982
GL.S.176, Ellen and an unknown doll in bed together., 1982
GL.S.185, Unknown doll in bed with Ellen, 1982
GL.S.187, Unknown doll in bed with Ellen, 1982
GL.S.188, Unknown doll in bed with Ellen, 1982
GL.S.189, Unknown doll in bed with Ellen, 1982
GL.S.190, Detail - portrait of unknown, unfinished doll, from the Ellen love scenes, 1982
GL.S.192, Detail - headshot portrait of unknown, unfinished doll, from the Ellen love scenes, 1982
GL.S.161, Missy wearing a floral headpiece and tutu skirt dancing on a bar, 1982
GL.S.168, Ellen portrait standing against a wall with a black ban down the side of the image, 1982
GL.S.162, Missy wearing a floral headpiece and tutu skirt dancing on a bar, 1982
GL.S.163, Ellen portrait, headshot standing against a wall, 1982
GL.S.164, Ellen portrait, headshot against a black background, 1982
GL.S.165, Ellen portrait, standing against a wall holding a picture of a person with anorexia, 1982
GL.S.166, Portrait of Ellen wearing a blue dress, 1982
GL.S.167, Ellen portrait standing against a wall with images of people with anorexia, 1982
GL.S.169, Ellen portrait standing against a wall with images of people with anorexia, 1982
GL.S.186, Unknown doll in bed with Ellen, 1982
GL.S.170, Ellen portrait standing against a wall - headshot, 1982
GL.S.171, Ellen portrait standing against a wall, 1982
GL.S.172, Ellen portrait standing against a wall, from behind, 1982
GL.S.173, Ellen portrait standing against a wall, 1982
GL.S.174, Ellen portrait standing against a wall, 1982
GL.S.175, Head shot of an unknown doll in bed with Ellen, 1982
GL.S.184, Unknown doll in bed with Ellen, 1982
GL.S.62, Drag Queen doll in blue light, circa 1975
GL.S.63, Drag Queen beside a window, circa 1975
GL.S.64, Detail of Drag Queen, head shot, circa 1975
GL.S.65, Detail of Drag Queen beside the window, circa 1975
GL.S.66, Portrait of Drag Queen beside a fence in a yard, blue light, circa 1975
GL.S.67, Portrait of Drag Queen in front of a black screen, 1975
GL.S.68, Head shot of Drag Queen, 1982
GL.S.69, Head shot of Drag Queen, left, 1982
GL.S.70, Portrait of Drag Queen with a still life including a naval and mask, 1982
GL.S.71, Portrait of Drag Queen, arms raised, 1982
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GL.S.72, Portrait of Drag Queen wearing a head band, 1982
GL.S.73, Portrait of Drag Queen topless, 1982
GL.S.74, Portrait of Drag Queen, head shot, 1982
GL.S.75, Portrait of Drag Queen with a still life, 1982
GL.S.343, Blue Ballerina with arms and left leg raised, circa 1985
GL.S.2617, Photo of small doll Grandma laying in pink plastic bed, with cluttered, matching end tables, her pink hair done up,
circa 1985
GL.S.2596, Lutessa leaning back on metal rail at the beach with scarf and cigarette, circa 1985
GL.S.2594, Lutessa leaning back on metal rail at the beach with scarf and cigarette, circa 1985
GL.S.2593, Lutessa leaning back on metal rail at the beach with scarf and cigarette, circa 1985
GL.S.2592, Lutessa leaning back on metal rail at the beach with scarf and cigarette, circa 1985
GL.S.2598, Portrait of Lutessa leaning on railing in front of beach, one hand on the rail, circa 1985
GL.S.2591, Lutessa leaning back on metal rail at the beach with scarf and cigarette, circa 1985
GL.S.2589, Lutessa leans against railing at beach, wearing green dress, black sweater, and layered jewelry, while holding
cigarette and with distinctive blonde streak in black hair, circa 1985
GL.S.2588, Lutessa leans against railing at beach, wearing green dress, black sweater, and layered jewelry, while holding
cigarette and with distinctive blonde streak in black hair, circa 1985
GL.S.2586, Lutessa leans against railing at beach, wearing green dress, black sweater, and layered jewelry, while holding
cigarette and with distinctive blonde streak in black hair, circa 1985
GL.S.2585, Lankton leans over in a black leather jacket, adjusting Lutessa's position on beach rail way, circa 1985
GL.S.2584, Photo of doll, Lutessa [elsewhere called Coco] posed leaning against, one hand on, a metal railing on a beach, circa
1985
GL.S.2590, Lutessa leans against railing at beach, wearing green dress, black sweater, and layered jewelry, while holding
cigarette and with distinctive blonde streak in black hair, circa 1985
GL.S.2599, Lutessa leaning against railing, photo taken at low angle so sand and ocean are only just visible, circa 1985
GL.S.2616, Photo of small doll Grandma laying in pink plastic bed, with cluttered, matching end tables, her pink hair done up,
circa 1985
GL.S.2604, Lutessa leans against railing at beach, wearing green dress, black sweater, and layered jewelry, circa 1985
GL.S.2606, Lutessa in green dress and black sweater with eyes downcast, in front of sandy beach, circa 1985
GL.S.2607, Lutessa in green dress and black sweater with layered pearl necklace, looking into camera, face framed by blonde
streak, circa 1985
GL.S.2600, Lankton just visible in leather jacket and scarf, adjusting doll, Lutessa's feet while she leans against railing, circa
1985
GL.S.2601, Portrait Lutessa leaning elbow on blue metal railing, with purple and yellow patterned scarf, wearing green dress
and black jacket, with layered pearl necklace, circa 1985
GL.S.2610, Lutessa on the beach, wearing green dress and black sweater with layered pearls, circa 1985
GL.S.2611, Lutessa on the beach, wearing green dress and black sweater with layered pearls, circa 1985
GL.S.2612, Lutessa on the beach, wearing green dress and black sweater with layered pearls, circa 1985
GL.S.2613, Horizontal, wide photo of small doll Grandma laying in pink plastic bed, with cluttered, matching end tables, her pink
hair done up, circa 1985
GL.S.2614, Photo of small doll Grandma laying in pink plastic bed, with cluttered, matching end tables, her pink hair done up,
circa 1985
GL.S.2615, Photo of small doll Grandma laying in pink plastic bed, with cluttered, matching end tables, her pink hair done up,
circa 1985
GL.S.2597, Lankton kneels, adjusting Lutessa's dress and position on the railing, circa 1985
GL.S.2618, Photo of small doll Grandma laying in pink plastic bed, with cluttered, matching end tables, her pink hair done up,
circa 1985
GL.S.2583, Photo of doll, Lutessa with distinctive blonde streak in black hair [elsewhere called Coco] posed leaning against,
one hand on, a metal railing on a beach, circa 1985
GL.S.2636, Photo of dolls Grandma and Divine in pink bedroom setting, circa 1985
GL.S.2631, Copy - Portrait of Divine doll in nurses' outfit next to an IV stand in pink room, circa 1985
GL.S.2630, Portrait of Divine doll in nurses' outfit next to an IV stand in pink room, circa 1985
GL.S.2629, Portrait of Divine doll in nurses' outfit next to an IV stand in pink room, circa 1985
GL.S.2628, Photo of small doll Grandma laying in pink plastic bed, with cluttered, matching end tables, her pink hair done up,
circa 1985
GL.S.2635, Photo of dolls Grandma and Divine in pink bedroom setting, circa 1985
GL.S.2625, Photo of small doll Grandma laying in pink plastic bed, with cluttered, matching end tables, her pink hair done up,
circa 1985
GL.S.2623, Photo of small doll Grandma laying in pink plastic bed, with cluttered, matching end tables, her pink hair done up,
circa 1985
GL.S.2626, Photo of small doll Grandma laying in pink plastic bed, with cluttered, matching end tables, her pink hair done up,
circa 1985
GL.S.2619, Photo of small doll Grandma laying in pink plastic bed, with cluttered, matching end tables, her pink hair done up,
circa 1985
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GL.S.2638, Photo of dolls Grandma and Divine in pink bedroom setting, circa 1985
GL.S.2653, Photo of Grandma doll sitting up in a pink plastic bed under a white blanket with a cup in hand, matching table on
either side, circa 1985
GL.S.2644, Photo of dolls Grandma and Divine in pink bedroom setting, circa 1985
GL.S.2645, Photo of dolls Grandma and Divine in pink bedroom setting, circa 1985
GL.S.2646, Photo of dolls Grandma and Divine in pink bedroom setting, circa 1985
GL.S.2652, Photo of Grandma doll sitting up in a pink plastic bed under a white blanket with a cup in hand, matching table on
either side, circa 1985
GL.S.2637, Photo of dolls Grandma and Divine in pink bedroom setting, circa 1985
GL.S.2647, Photo of dolls Grandma and Divine in pink bedroom setting, circa 1985
GL.S.2648, Photo of Grandma doll sitting up in a pink plastic bed under a white blanket, matching table on either side, circa
1985
GL.S.2649, Photo of Grandma doll sitting up in a pink plastic bed under a white blanket, matching table on either side, circa
1985
GL.S.2650, Photo of Grandma doll sitting up in a pink plastic bed under a white blanket with a cup in hand, matching table on
either side, circa 1985
GL.S.2651, Photo of Grandma doll sitting up in a pink plastic bed under a white blanket with a cup in hand, matching table on
either side, circa 1985
GL.S.2654, Photo of Grandma doll sitting up in a pink plastic bed under a white blanket with a cup in hand, matching table on
either side, circa 1985
GL.S.2657, Low quality image of Grandma doll laying in pink plastic bed with Divine standing above her in nurses uniform with
an IV drip, circa 1985
GL.S.2689, Portrait of Grandma doll laying on her side on a pink plastic bed, wearing a lace catsuit, pearls, and holding a
magazine and cigarette, circa 1985
GL.S.2668, Portrait of Divine in a nurses' uniform in front of a pink wall, holding up a IV bag and syringe, head cocked to the
side, circa 1985
GL.S.2667, Doll Grandma lying on her side on top of a pink plastic bed, wearing a lace catsuit, with her pink hair piled high on
her head, circa 1985
GL.S.2666, Doll Grandma sitting on top of a pink plastic bed, wearing a lace catsuit, with her pink hair piled high on her head,
circa 1985
GL.S.2665, Doll Grandma sitting on top of a pink plastic bed, wearing a lace catsuit, with her pink hair piled high on her head,
circa 1985
GL.S.2671, Doll Grandma lying on her side on top of a pink plastic bed, wearing a lace catsuit, with her pink hair piled high on
her head, circa 1985
GL.S.2664, Doll Grandma sitting on top of a pink plastic bed, wearing a lace catsuit, with her pink hair piled high on her head,
circa 1985
GL.S.2662, Photo of dolls Grandma and Divine; Grandma sitting up in pink plastic bed holding a cup, while Divine stands over
her, wearing nurses uniform and with an IV drip, circa 1985
GL.S.2661, Photo of Grandma doll sitting up in a pink plastic bed under a white blanket with a cup in hand, matching table on
either side, circa 1985
GL.S.2660, Photo of Grandma doll sitting up in a pink plastic bed under a white blanket with a cup in hand, matching table on
either side, circa 1985
GL.S.2659, Photo of Grandma doll sitting up in a pink plastic bed under a white blanket with a cup in hand, matching table on
either side, circa 1985
GL.S.2658, Low quality image of Grandma doll laying in pink plastic bed with Divine standing above her in nurses uniform with
an IV drip, circa 1985
GL.S.2663, Photo of dolls Grandma and Divine; Grandma sitting up in pink plastic bed holding a cup, while Divine stands over
her, wearing nurses uniform and with an IV drip, circa 1985
GL.S.2655, Photo of Grandma doll sitting up in a pink plastic bed under a white blanket with a cup in hand, matching table on
either side, circa 1985
GL.S.2683, Portrait of Grandma doll laying on her side on a pink plastic bed, wearing a lace catsuit, and pearls, circa 1985
GL.S.2677, Portrait of Grandma doll laying on her side on a pink plastic bed, wearing a lace catsuit, pearls, and holding a
magazine and cigarette, circa 1985
GL.S.2678, Portrait of Grandma doll laying on her side on a pink plastic bed, wearing a lace catsuit, Divine kneeling over her
with a syringe and wearing a nurse's uniform in a pink bedroom set, circa 1985
GL.S.2679, Portrait of Grandma doll laying on her side on a pink plastic bed, wearing a lace catsuit, pearls, and red pointy
sunglasses, circa 1985
GL.S.2680, Portrait of Grandma doll laying on her side on a pink plastic bed, wearing a lace catsuit, and pearls, circa 1985
GL.S.2682, Portrait of Grandma doll laying on her side on a pink plastic bed, wearing a lace catsuit, and pearls, circa 1985
GL.S.2673, Portrait of Grandma doll laying on her side on a pink plastic bed, wearing a lace catsuit, pearls, and pointy red
sunglasses, holding a magazine and cigarette, circa 1985
GL.S.2690, Portrait of Grandma doll laying on her side on a pink plastic bed, wearing a lace catsuit, pearls, and holding a
magazine and cigarette, circa 1985
GL.S.2685, Portrait of Grandma doll laying on her side on a pink plastic bed, wearing a lace catsuit, and pearls, circa 1985
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GL.S.2674, Portrait of Grandma doll laying on her side on a pink plastic bed, wearing a lace catsuit, pearls, and holding a
magazine and cigarette, circa 1985
GL.S.2672, Portrait of Grandma doll laying on her side on a pink plastic bed, wearing a lace catsuit, pearls, and pointy red
sunglasses, holding a magazine and cigarette, circa 1985
GL.S.2691, Portrait of Grandma doll laying on her side on a pink plastic bed, wearing a lace catsuit, pearls, and holding a
magazine and cigarette, circa 1985
GL.S.2717, Grandma doll sitting upright in pink plastic bed under blanket, with pink hair, catsuit, and pearls holding cup and
bottle, circa 1985
GL.S.2656, Low quality image of Grandma doll laying in pink plastic bed with Divine standing above her in nurses uniform with
an IV drip, circa 1985
GL.S.2699, Portrait of Grandma doll, in lace catsuit, laying in bed on her side, hands cupping her mouth, feet hanging off the
edge of the bed, Divine doll standing behind her wearing a nurse's uniform and holding a syringe, circa 1985
GL.S.2706, Grandma doll sitting upright in pink plastic bed under blanket, with pink hair, catsuit, and pearls holding cup and
bottle, circa 1985
GL.S.2705, Grandma doll sitting upright in pink plastic bed under blanket, with pink hair, catsuit, and pearls holding cup and
bottle, circa 1985
GL.S.2704, Grandma doll sitting upright in pink plastic bed under blanket, with pink hair, catsuit, and pearls holding cup and
bottle, circa 1985
GL.S.2703, Grandma doll sitting upright in pink plastic bed under blanket, with pink hair, catsuit, and pearls holding cup and
bottle, circa 1985
GL.S.2702, Grandma doll sitting upright in pink plastic bed under blanket, with pink hair, catsuit, and pearls holding cup and
bottle, circa 1985
GL.S.2701, Grandma doll sitting upright in pink plastic bed under blanket, with pink hair, catsuit, and pearls holding cup and
bottle, circa 1985
GL.S.2707, Grandma doll sitting upright in pink plastic bed under blanket, with pink hair, catsuit, and pearls holding cup and
bottle, circa 1985
GL.S.2700, Copy- Portrait of Grandma doll, in lace catsuit, laying in bed on her side, hands cupping her mouth, feet hanging off
the edge of the bed, Divine doll standing behind her wearing a nurse's uniform and holding a syringe, circa 1985
GL.S.2698, Portrait of Grandma doll, in lace catsuit, laying in bed on her side, hands cupping her mouth, feet hanging off the
edge of the bed, Divine doll standing behind her wearing a nurse's uniform and holding a syringe, circa 1985
GL.S.2697, Portrait of Grandma doll, in lace catsuit, laying in bed on her side, hands cupping her mouth, feet hanging off the
edge of the bed, Divine doll standing behind her wearing a nurse's uniform and holding a syringe, circa 1985
GL.S.2696, Portrait of Grandma doll, in lace catsuit, laying in bed on her side, hands cupping her mouth, feet hanging off the
edge of the bed, Divine doll standing behind her wearing a nurse's uniform and holding a syringe, circa 1985
GL.S.2695, Portrait of Grandma doll, in lace catsuit, laying in bed on her side, hands cupping her mouth, feet hanging off the
edge of the bed, Divine doll standing behind her wearing a nurse's uniform and holding a syringe, circa 1985
GL.S.2694, Portrait of Grandma doll, in lace catsuit, laying in bed on her side, hands cupping her mouth, feet hanging off the
edge of the bed, Divine doll standing behind her wearing a nurse's uniform and holding a syringe, circa 1985
GL.S.2693, Portrait of Grandma doll laying on her side on a pink plastic bed, wearing a lace catsuit, and pearls, circa 1985
GL.S.2711, Grandma doll sitting upright in pink plastic bed under blanket, with pink hair, catsuit, and pearls holding cup and
bottle, circa 1985
GL.S.2709, Grandma doll sitting upright in pink plastic bed under blanket, with pink hair, catsuit, and pearls holding cup and
bottle, circa 1985
GL.S.2712, Grandma doll sitting upright in pink plastic bed under blanket, with pink hair, catsuit, and pearls holding cup and
bottle, circa 1985
GL.S.2713, Grandma doll sitting upright in pink plastic bed under blanket, with pink hair, catsuit, and pearls holding cup and
bottle, circa 1985
GL.S.2714, Grandma doll sitting upright in pink plastic bed under blanket, with pink hair, catsuit, and pearls holding cup and
bottle, circa 1985
GL.S.2715, Grandma doll sitting upright in pink plastic bed under blanket, with pink hair, catsuit, and pearls holding cup and
bottle, circa 1985
GL.S.2716, Grandma doll sitting upright in pink plastic bed under blanket, with pink hair, catsuit, and pearls holding cup and
bottle, circa 1985
GL.S.2718, Grandma doll laying on her side on pink plastic bed, under sheet, circa 1985
GL.S.2719, Grandma doll laying on her side on pink plastic bed, under sheet, circa 1985
GL.S.2708, Grandma laying on her side in a pink plastic bed under blanket, chin in hand, circa 1985
GL.S.2720, Grandma doll laying on her side on pink plastic bed, under sheet, circa 1985
GL.S.2725, Photo of Grandma doll lying on her side in a pinkplastic bed, while Divine doll leans over her, wearing nurse's
uniform, circa 1985
GL.S.2726, Photo of Grandma doll lying on her side in a pinkplastic bed, while Divine doll leans over her, wearing nurse's
uniform, circa 1985
GL.S.2727, Photo of Grandma doll lying on her side in a pinkplastic bed, while Divine doll leans over her, wearing nurse's
uniform, circa 1985
GL.S.4043, Greer Lankton getting her doll Lutessa ready for a photoshoot at a restaurant, circa 1985
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GL.S.2710, Grandma doll sitting upright in pink plastic bed under blanket, with pink hair, catsuit, and pearls holding cup and
bottle, circa 1985
GL.S.2632, Copy - Portrait of Divine doll in nurses' outfit next to an IV stand in pink room, circa 1985
GL.S.2675, Portrait of Grandma doll laying on her side on a pink plastic bed, wearing a lace catsuit, pearls, and holding a
magazine and cigarette, circa 1985
GL.S.2223, Hand holding up two small dolls wearing black, light obscuring any detail of their faces, darkness behind them, circa
1990
GL.S.4400, Chit and Chat sitting on a sofa on the stoop, circa 1987
GL.S.2256, Divine doll posed with her arm raised and a bottle in hand, in front of a pink sparkly curtain, circa 1990
GL.S.2235, Teri Toye doll posed with her chin in her hand and holding a cigarette in the other, in front of a castle backdrop,
circa 1990
GL.S.2234, Photo of Andy Warhol doll with a black top and white hair, posed in front of an image of a high rise or tower, circa
1990
GL.S.2233, Photo of Divine doll with yellow vertical wig, in red headband and bro top with ruffle, grinning in front of an image of
a high rise or tower, circa 1990
GL.S.2232, Hand holding up two small dolls wearing black, light obscuring any detail of their faces, darkness behind them, circa
1990
GL.S.2231, Photo of Andy Warhol doll in black turtle neck with orange cat, blue cat painted behind, circa 1990
GL.S.2230, Photo of Divine doll outdoors, with vertical yellow wig, red bra, and green pants with striped ruffles, grinning for the
camera, circa 1990
GL.S.2236, Photo of Andy Warhol doll with a black top and white hair, posed in front of a blurred green background, very close
up portrait, circa 1990
GL.S.2229, Photo of Divine doll outdoors, with vertical yellow wig, red bra, and green pants with striped ruffles, grinning for the
camera, circa 1990
GL.S.2227, Photo of doll of Andy Warhol, seated at leopard print surfce, holding oversized paint brush and working on Marilyn
Monroe, circa 1990
GL.S.2226, Photo of doll of Andy Warhol, seated at leopard print surfce, holding oversized paint brush and working on Marilyn
Monroe, circa 1990
GL.S.2225, Photo of doll of Andy Warhol in profile, seated at leopard print surfce, holding oversized paint brush and working on
Marilyn Monroe, circa 1990
GL.S.2224, Photo of Andy Warhol doll in black turtle neck with orange cat, pink boy painted behind, circa 1990
GL.S.2222, Close up photo of doll of Andy Warhol, seated with a brillo box on his lap, holding an oversized paintbrush, looking
up at camera, circa 1990
GL.S.4392, Unidentified Doll with long hair sitting on a chair on the stoop, circa 1987
GL.S.2249, Andy Warhol doll posed in front of a white wall hung with prints of Marilyn Monroe, and holding up two copies of
repeated Marilyn prints, one in black and white, and one in pop colors, circa 1990
GL.S.2243, Andy Warhol doll on knees, holding prints of Marilyn Monroe, many more spread out by its knees on wooden floor,
circa 1990
GL.S.2244, Copy - Andy Warhol doll on knees, holding prints of Marilyn Monroe, many more spread out by its knees on wooden
floor, circa 1990
GL.S.2245, Andy Warhol doll posed in sunlight, in front of a white wall with prints of Marilyn Monroe, one of which the doll holds
up, circa 1990
GL.S.2247, Andy Warhol doll posed, facing to the right in sunlight, in front of a white wall with prints of Marilyn Monroe, one of
which the doll holds up, circa 1990
GL.S.2238, Teri Toye doll posed with her chin in her hand and holding a cigarette in the other, in front of a castle backdrop,
circa 1990
GL.S.2248, Andy Warhol doll posed in front of a white wall hung with prints of Marilyn Monroe, and holding up two copies of
repeated Marilyn prints, one in black and white, and one in pop colors, circa 1990
GL.S.2250, Andy Warhol doll posed in front of three Marilyn Monroe prints, hung horizontally, shot from the waist up, circa 1990
GL.S.2228, Photo of Divine doll outdoors, with vertical yellow wig, red bra, and green pants with striped ruffles, grinning for the
camera, circa 1990
GL.S.2251, Andy Warhol doll posed in front of three Marilyn Monroe prints, hung horizontally, shot from the waist up, circa 1990
GL.S.2252, Doll with shaggy, shoulder legnth hair and bangs, shirtless, in front of pink curtain, circa 1990
GL.S.2253, Doll with shaggy, shoulder legnth hair and bangs, shirtless, in front of window with blue sky, circa 1990
GL.S.2239, Teri Toye doll posed with her chin in her hand and holding a cigarette in the other, in front of a castle backdrop,
circa 1990
GL.S.2237, Small Teri Toye doll in black jacket, with short blond bob and bangs, with blue eyes,holding up two bottles of chanel
perfume in front of two black and white chanel boxes, circa 1990
GL.S.2221, Photo of doll of Andy Warhol, seated with a brillo box on his lap, holding an oversized paintbrush, looking up at
camera, circa 1990
GL.S.4391, Unidentifed Doll with long hair sitting on a chair on the stoop, circa 1987
GL.S.4393, Unidentified Doll with long hair sitting on a chair on the stoop, circa 1987
GL.S.2241, Negative, top third covered in white, seperated by a diffuse orange band, circa 1990
GL.S.4413, The Pinheads standing on the stoop, circa 1987
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GL.S.2330, Copy - Photo of a doll with curly brown hair, wearing leopard print coat and holding cigarette in pink corner, circa
1990
GL.S.2329, Copy - Photo of a doll with curly brown hair, wearing leopard print coat and black sunglasses in pink corner, circa
1990
GL.S.2313, Copy - Photo of a doll with curly brown hair, wearing leopard print coat and black sunglasses in pink corner, circa
1990
GL.S.4421, Candy Darling standing on the stoop, circa 1987
GL.S.4420, Candy Darling standing on the stoop, circa 1987
GL.S.4419, Candy Darling standing on the stoop, circa 1987
GL.S.4418, Candy Darling standing on the stoop, circa 1987
GL.S.2298, Paul Monroe reflected in mirror in living room he shared with Lankton, wearing bandana and bright t shirt, circa 1990
GL.S.2297, Photo of a doll with curly brown hair, wearing leopard print coat and black sunglasses in pink corner, circa 1990
GL.S.2295, Interior shot of Lankton and Monroe's New York apartment's living room, with pink walls, gold mirrors, leopard print
rug and couches, circa 1990
GL.S.2299, Interior shot of Lankton and Monroe's New York apartment's living room, with pink walls, gold mirror, leopard print
rug and couches, small tv sits onlow wooden cabinet, circa 1990
GL.S.4417, Candy Darling standing on the stoop, circa 1987
GL.S.4415, The Pinheads standing on the stoop, circa 1987
GL.S.4414, The Pinheads standing on the stoop, circa 1987
GL.S.4412, The Pinheads standing on the stoop, circa 1987
GL.S.4394, Chit and Chat sitting on a sofa on the stoop, circa 1987
GL.S.4403, Chit and Chat sitting on a sofa on the stoop, circa 1987
GL.S.4395, Chit and Chat sitting on a sofa on the stoop, circa 1987
GL.S.4396, Unidentified Doll with long hair sitting on a chair on the stoop, circa 1987
GL.S.4398, Unidentified Doll holding a cigarette, sitting on a chair on the stoop, circa 1987
GL.S.4399, Unidentified Doll holding a cigarette, sitting on a chair on the stoop, circa 1987
GL.S.4401, Chit and Chat sitting on a sofa on the stoop, circa 1987
GL.S.4402, Chit and Chat sitting on a sofa on the stoop, circa 1987
GL.S.4404, The Pinheads standing on the stoop, circa 1987
GL.S.4411, Candy Darling standing on the stoop, circa 1987
GL.S.4405, The Pinheads standing on the stoop, circa 1987
GL.S.4406, Unidentified Doll holding a cigarette, sitting on a chair on the stoop, circa 1987
GL.S.4407, Unidentified Doll holding a cigarette, sitting on a chair on the stoop, circa 1987
GL.S.4408, Unidentified Doll holding a cigarette, sitting on a chair on the stoop, circa 1987
GL.S.4409, Unidentified Doll holding a cigarette, sitting on a chair on the stoop, circa 1987
GL.S.4410, Candy Darling standing on the stoop, circa 1987
GL.S.2242, Andy Warhol doll on knees, holding prints of Marilyn Monroe, many more spread out by its knees on wooden floor,
circa 1990
GL.S.2240, Divine doll posed with her arm raised and a bottle in hand, in front of a window so she stands in darkness, circa
1990
GL.S.4040, Greer Lankton getting her doll Lutessa ready for a photoshoot at a restaurant, circa 1985
GL.S.2561, Photo of Divine doll wearing ruffled outfit and yellow wig in front of a dark backdrop, circa 1990
GL.S.2337, Divine doll posed in front of tropical backdrop, wearing her ruffled outfit, head tilted and one hand holding red
sunglasses, face exaggerated in smile, circa 1990
GL.S.2286, Portrait of Coco doll, wearing leopard print headwrap with a black jacket and gloves, holding up cigarette and red
glass, circa 1990
GL.S.2285, Portrait of Coco doll, wearing leopard print headwrap with a black jacket and gloves, holding up cigarette and red
glass, circa 1990
GL.S.2284, Portrait of Coco doll, wearing leopard print headwrap with a black jacket and gloves, holding up cigarette and red
glass, circa 1990
GL.S.2283, Portrait of Coco doll, wearing leopard print headwrap with a black jacket and gloves, holding up cigarette and red
glass, circa 1990
GL.S.2282, Portrait of Coco doll, wearing leopard print headwrap with a black jacket and gloves, looking directly into the
camera, past her interlocked fingers, circa 1990
GL.S.2281, Close up portrait of Coco doll, wearing leopard print headwrap with a black jacket and gloves, holding up cigarette,
circa 1990
GL.S.2339, Divine doll posed in front of tropical backdrop, wearing her ruffled outfit, head tilted and one hand holding red
sunglasses, face exaggerated in smile, circa 1990
GL.S.2257, Divine posed in front of palm tree backdrop, as if a stage, wearing her red ruffled bra top and cropped, ruffled, green
pants, with her vertical yellow wig, circa 1990
GL.S.2580, Portrait of Divine, in a red tube top and green feather boa, in a small silver coupé car, on hand on the wheel, the
other raised above her head, circa 1990
GL.S.2557, Copy- Divine doll seated in front of a painted backdrop of Seine and Eiffle tower, wearing ruffled, cropped outfit and
holding a small bottle, circa 1990
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GL.S.2558, Close up portrait of Divine doll in front of Eiffle tower background, shot from the waist up, wearing ruffled outfit and
yellow wig, circa 1990
GL.S.2559, A hand [Lankton] holds up Divine doll in ruffled outfit up to the camera outside in a concrete back yard space, circa
1990
GL.S.2560, A hand [Lankton] holds up Divine doll in ruffled outfit up in front of Paris painted backdrop, circa 1990
GL.S.2562, Photo of Divine doll wearing ruffled outfit and yellow wig in front of a concrete block backdrop, circa 1990
GL.S.2340, Divine doll posed in front of tropical backdrop, wearing her ruffled outfit, head tilted and one hand holding red
sunglasses, face exaggerated in smile, circa 1990
GL.S.2575, Portrait of Teri Toye and Sissy Satan, circa 1990
GL.S.2555, Divine doll laying on her side, wearing her ruffled outfit and yellow wig, in front of a painted backdrop of the Seine
and Eiffle tower, circa 1990
GL.S.2571, Photo of Sissy Satan, circa 1990
GL.S.2579, Lady Demoral on the bed, circa 1990
GL.S.2578, Three quarters portrait of Teri Toye, circa 1990
GL.S.2577, Portrait of Sissy, circa 1990
GL.S.2576, Portrait of Sissy Satan and unidentified doll, circa 1990
GL.S.2574, Photograph of Sissy and Sissy Satan, circa 1990
GL.S.2563, Copy - Photo of Divine doll wearing ruffled outfit and yellow wig in front of a concrete block backdrop, circa 1990
GL.S.2573, Photograph of Sissy Satan, circa 1990
GL.S.2572, Photograph of Sissy Satan, circa 1990
GL.S.2570, Photo of Sissy Satan, circa 1990
GL.S.2556, Divine doll seated in front of a painted backdrop of Seine and Eiffle tower, wearing ruffled, cropped outfit and
holding a small bottle, circa 1990
GL.S.2565, Photo of Divine taken from a high angle, in front of Paris backdrop, wearing her ruffled outfit, gold bracelet, and pink
shopping bag, circa 1990
GL.S.2564, Portrait of Divine in ruffled outfit and yellow wig, one hand raised with a goldbracelet, circa 1990
GL.S.2338, Close up portrait of Divine, in yellow wig, wearing ruffled outfit, and with an exaggerted smile, circa 1990
GL.S.2279, Close up portrait of Coco doll, wearing leopard print headwrap with a black jacket and gloves, circa 1990
GL.S.2246, Andy Warhol doll posed, facing to the right in sunlight, in front of a white wall with prints of Marilyn Monroe, one of
which the doll holds up, circa 1990
GL.S.2264, Divine posed seated in front of plain white surface, wearing ruffled outfit and vertical yellow wig, with a dangly gold
bracelet, circa 1990
GL.S.2220, Photo of doll of Andy Warhol, seated at leopard print surfce, holding oversized pink pencil and looking at white
papers, circa 1990
GL.S.2349, Photo of Divine doll seated in front of white backdrop, wearing yellow wig and ruffled outfit, one hand raised holding
red sunglasses, the other raised and wearing the dangly gold bracelet, circa 1990
GL.S.2276, Copy - Photo of doll, Coco, seated in front of Lankton's window which holds tiger lilies, wearing leopard print
headwrap and black heavy jacket, wearing black gloves and holding a cigarette to her mouth, circa 1990
GL.S.2275, Photo of doll, Coco, seated in front of Lankton's window which holds tiger lilies, wearing leopard print headwrap and
black heavy jacket, wearing black gloves and holding a cigarette to her mouth, circa 1990
GL.S.2274, Close up portrait of Divine in front of a vintage circus backdrop, her smile exaggerated, wearing ruffled top and
yellow wig, circa 1990
GL.S.2273, Close up portrait of Divine in front of a tropical backdrop, her smile exaggerated, wearing ruffled top and yellow wig,
circa 1990
GL.S.2272, Close up portrait of Divine in front of a tropical backdrop, her smile exaggerated, wearing ruffled top and yellow wig,
circa 1990
GL.S.2271, Divine doll posed in front of tropical backdrop, wearing her ruffled outfit, one hand raised, and the otherholding red
sunglasses, face exaggerated in smile, circa 1990
GL.S.2270, Copy - Divine posed seated in front of plain white wall, wearing ruffled outfit and vertical yellow wig, with a dangly
gold bracelet, circa 1990
GL.S.2269, Close up portrait of Divine at a three quarters angle, wearing her yellow wig and red ruffled set and exaggerated
grin and makeup, circa 1990
GL.S.2277, Copy - Photo of doll, Coco, seated in front of Lankton's window which holds tiger lilies, wearing leopard print
headwrap and black heavy jacket, wearing black gloves and holding a cigarette to her mouth, circa 1990
GL.S.2268, Close up photo of Divine against white surface, wearing red ruffled bra top and green ruffled pants, her yellow wig
supported by a red headband with a rose, circa 1990
GL.S.2266, Divine doll posed in front of tropical backdrop, wearing her ruffled outfit, head tilted and one hand raised, and the
otherholding red sunglasses, face exaggerated in smile, circa 1990
GL.S.2265, Divine posed seated in front of plain white wall, wearing ruffled outfit and vertical yellow wig, with a dangly gold
bracelet, circa 1990
GL.S.2263, Divine posed seated in front of plain white wall, wearing ruffled outfit and vertical yellow wig, with a dangly gold
bracelet, circa 1990
GL.S.2341, Divine doll posed in front of tropical backdrop, wearing her ruffled outfit, head tilted and one hand holding red
sunglasses, face exaggerated in smile, circa 1990
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GL.S.2348, Close up portrait of Divine, in yellow wig, wearing ruffled outfit, and with an exaggerted smile, circa 1990
GL.S.2342, Photo of Divine doll seated in front of white backdrop, wearing yellow wig and ruffled outfit, one hand raised with a
long gold bracelet, circa 1990
GL.S.2343, Photo of Divine doll seated in front of white backdrop, wearing yellow wig and ruffled outfit, one hand raised with a
long gold bracelet, circa 1990
GL.S.2344, Photo of Divine doll seated in front of white backdrop, wearing yellow wig and ruffled outfit, one hand raised with a
long gold bracelet, circa 1990
GL.S.2345, Divine doll posed in front of tropical backdrop, wearing her ruffled outfit, head tilted and one hand holding red
sunglasses, the other raised, face exaggerated in smile, circa 1990
GL.S.2346, Photo of Divine doll, taken from a low angle in front of pink wall, wearing her ruffled outfit and yellow wig, circa 1990
GL.S.2347, Photo of Divine doll seated in front of white backdrop, wearing yellow wig and ruffled outfit, one hand raised holding
red sunglasses, circa 1990
GL.S.2280, Close up portrait of Coco doll, wearing leopard print headwrap with a black jacket and gloves, holding up cigarette,
circa 1990
GL.S.2262, Divine posed in front of palm tree backdrop, as if a stage, wearing her red ruffled bra top and cropped, ruffled, green
pants, with her vertical yellow wig, circa 1990
GL.S.2278, Close up portrait of Coco doll, wearing leopard print headwrap with a black jacket and gloves, holding cigarette,
circa 1990
GL.S.2258, Close up portrait of Divine, from mid body up, circa 1990
GL.S.2267, Photo of Divine taken from a low angle in front of a hot pink wall, smiling, with one hand raised, wearing yellow wig
and ruffled outfit, circa 1990
GL.S.2259, Photo of Divine doll in red ruffled outfit, with her head tilted sharply to the left, photo is shadowy and only her face is
reasonably illuminated, circa 1990
GL.S.2260, Divine posed in front of palm tree backdrop, as if a stage, wearing her red ruffled bra top and cropped, ruffled, green
pants, with her vertical yellow wig, circa 1990
GL.S.2261, Divine posed in front of palm tree backdrop, as if a stage, wearing her red ruffled bra top and cropped, ruffled, green
pants, with her vertical yellow wig, circa 1990
GL.S.2676, Portrait of Grandma doll laying on her side on a pink plastic bed, wearing a lace catsuit, pearls, and holding a
magazine and cigarette, circa 1985
GL.S.2681, Portrait of Grandma doll laying on her side on a pink plastic bed, wearing a lace catsuit, and pearls, circa 1985
GL.S.344, Blue Ballerina with arms and left leg raised - closer, circa 1985
GL.S.1066, Detail - Mrs. Bump, Betty, 1985
GL.S.1080, Detail - Grandma Myrtle, 1985
GL.S.1079, Detail - Grandma Tillie, 1985
GL.S.1078, Detail - Grandma Tillie, 1985
GL.S.1077, Detail - Nick Hershey, Mother, 1985
GL.S.1076, Detail - Stacy Hershey, Daughter, 1985
GL.S.1075, Detail - Stacy Hershey, Daughter, 1985
GL.S.1074, Detail - Gramda Myrtle and Grandma Tillie, 1985
GL.S.1073, Detail - Aunt Beryl, 1985
GL.S.1072, Detail - Bump Son, Willie, 1985
GL.S.1071, Detail - Bump Son, Willie, 1985
GL.S.1070, Detail - Mrs. Bump, Betty, 1985
GL.S.1069, Detail - Timmy & Tommy, Siamese Twins, 1985
GL.S.1068, Detail - Alex & Richy, Brothers, 1985
GL.S.1067, Detail - Tee Lee & Dee Dee Bump, 1985
GL.S.1065, Detail - The Pinheads, Gail & Harold, 1985
GL.S.1056, Detail - Richy, 1985
GL.S.1050, Detail - Uncle Earl, 1985
GL.S.1051, Detail - Richy, 1985
GL.S.1052, Detail - Brenda, Melvis' Daughter, 1985
GL.S.1053, Detail - Brenda, Melvis' Daughter, 1985
GL.S.1054, Detail - Melvis The Fat Lady, 1985
GL.S.1055, Detail - Alex, 1985
GL.S.1057, Detail - Richy, 1985
GL.S.1064, Detail - Midgets, Ambassador Barton & Sharon, 1985
GL.S.1058, Richy seated in purple chair, 1985
GL.S.1059, Detail - Candy Darling, 1985
GL.S.1060, Detail - Candy Darling, 1985
GL.S.1061, Detail - Alex, 1985
GL.S.1062, Detail - Ethyl Eichelberger, 1985
GL.S.1063, Detail - Ethyl Eichelberger, 1985
GL.S.1081, Detail - Grandma Myrtle, 1985
GL.S.1048, Detail - Melvis The Fat Lady, 1985
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GL.S.1188, Doll in snowy woods
GL.S.2736, Grandma Myrtle and The Pinheads, Gail & Harold, circa 1985
GL.S.2735, Grandma Myrtle and The Pinheads, Gail & Harold, circa 1985
GL.S.2734, Grandma Myrtle and The Pinheads, Gail & Harold, circa 1985
GL.S.2733, Grandma Myrtle and The Pinheads, Gail & Harold, circa 1985
GL.S.2732, Grandma Myrtle and The Pinheads, Gail & Harold, circa 1985
GL.S.2731, Small male doll, with short blond hair sitting on a motorcycle on a New York sidewalk, circa 1985
GL.S.2730, Small male doll, with short blond hair sitting on a motorcycle on a New York sidewalk, circa 1985
GL.S.2729, Timmy & Tommy, Siamese Twins, circa 1985
GL.S.2728, Timmy & Tommy, Siamese Twins, circa 1985
GL.S.1203, Bride and Groom Dolls
GL.S.1202, Bride and Groom Dolls
GL.S.1191, Doll with torso and head of a human with wings and green serpent tail
GL.S.1190, Doll with torso and head of a human with wings, and a long green serpent tail
GL.S.1189, Doll with the torso and head of a human, with wings and long green serpent tail
GL.S.1049, Detail - Uncle Earl, 1985
GL.S.1047, Profile of Melvis the Fat Lady, 1985
GL.S.2738, Grandma Myrtle and The Pinheads, Gail & Harold, circa 1985
GL.S.934, Portrait of Alvira, circa 1985
GL.S.953, Sissy Baby, circa 1985
GL.S.950, Small doll in red corset, circa 1985
GL.S.949, Small doll upright with arms crossed over its chest, circa 1985
GL.S.942, Disembodied sculpture of a doll penis, as seen from the behind, exposing interior structures, painted, circa 1985
GL.S.941, Disembodied sculpture of a doll penis, as seen from the side laid on plain blue background, circa 1985
GL.S.940, Detail - hand-painted head sculpture, circa 1985
GL.S.939, Hand-painted head sculpture, circa 1985
GL.S.938, Detail - hand-painted head sculpture, circa 1985
GL.S.937, Detail - hand-painted head sculpture, circa 1985
GL.S.933, Portrait of Alvira, circa 1985
GL.S.963, Blue Jesus doll in crucifix form laid out on purple fabric, circa 1985
GL.S.351, Blue Ballerina with arms and left leg raised - from the right, circa 1994
GL.S.345, Blue Ballerina with arms and left leg raised - detail, circa 1985
GL.S.346, Blue Ballerina with arms and left leg raised - detail, circa 1985
GL.S.347, Blue Ballerina with arms and left leg raised from behind, circa 1985
GL.S.348, Blue Ballerina with arms and left leg raised - detail, circa 1985
GL.S.349, Blue Ballerina with arms and left leg raised - closer, circa 1985
GL.S.350, Blue Ballerina with arms and left leg raised - from the right, circa 1994
GL.S.405, Freddie, nude, sitting on a black chair, circa 1995
GL.S.932, Portrait of a doll from the shoulders up with floral crown, circa 1985
GL.S.406, Nude Doll with black hair sitting on a black chair - detail, circa 1995
GL.S.407, Edie Sedgwick wearing black and white striped dress and sitting on a black chair, circa 1995
GL.S.408, Edie Sedgwick wearing a black and white striped dress and standing on a black chair, circa 1995
GL.S.409, Ellen wearing a white dress and sitting in a black chair, circa 1995
GL.S.410, Detail - Ellen wearing a white dress and sitting in a black chair, circa 1985
GL.S.411, Doll with long red hair, circa 1995
GL.S.964, Blue Jesus in crucifix form laid out on asphalt in the sun, circa 1985
GL.S.1021, Nicky Hershey dressed in silver lace
GL.S.1001, Close-up of doll with short red hair, circa 1985
GL.S.1020, Headshot of Nicky Hershey
GL.S.1014, Grandma Tillie holding smaller doll
GL.S.1013, Grandma Tillie holding smaller doll
GL.S.1012, Grandma Tillie holding smaller doll
GL.S.1011, Grandma Tillie holding smaller doll
GL.S.1010, Close-up of doll with short red hair, circa 1985
GL.S.1009, Close-up profile of doll with short red red, circa 1985
GL.S.1008, Grandma Tillie holding a smaller doll, circa 1985
GL.S.1007, Grandma Tillie holding a smaller doll, circa 1985
GL.S.1006, Grandma Tillie holding a smaller doll , circa 1985
GL.S.1005, Grandma Tillie holding a smaller doll, circa 1985
GL.S.1004, Doll with short red hair, circa 1985
GL.S.1003, Doll with short red hair, circa 1985
GL.S.1002, Doll with short red hair, circa 1985
GL.S.1000, Life-size doll with short red hair, circa 1985
GL.S.971, Muffin, nude and laying back on white fabric, circa 1985
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GL.S.978, Muffin, nude and sitting on white chair, circa 1985
GL.S.972, Muffin, nude and sitting upright in a chair, circa 1985
GL.S.973, Muffin, nude and laying back on white fabric, circa 1985
GL.S.974, Muffin, nude and laying back on white fabric, circa 1985
GL.S.975, Muffin, nude and sitting on white chair, circa 1985
GL.S.976, Muffin, nude and laying back on white fabric, circa 1985
GL.S.977, Muffin, nude and laying back on white fabric, circa 1985
GL.S.979, Muffin, nude and sitting on white chair, circa 1985
GL.S.999, Doll with short red hair, circa 1985
GL.S.991, Two Troll dolls, circa 1985
GL.S.992, Four Troll dolls suspended by their hair on white wall, circa 1985
GL.S.993, Detail - Troll doll, circa 1985
GL.S.994, Troll doll suspended by hair, circa 1985
GL.S.997, Doll with short red hair, circa 1985
GL.S.998, Doll with short red hair, circa 1985
GL.S.2737, Grandma Myrtle and The Pinheads, Gail & Harold, circa 1985
GL.S.2739, Grandma Myrtle and The Pinheads, Gail & Harold, circa 1985
GL.S.4180, Candy Darling wearing floral dress and floral handbag, circa 1985
GL.S.445, Head of Diana Vreeland doll, with thin eye brows, black hair, red lipstick, circa 1985
GL.S.444, Nude, stylized doll torso in bandolier, possibly made of acrylic nails or lipstick, circa 1985
GL.S.443, Shot of feet in nude stockings, red chunky sandals, with red nail polish standing on hardwood floor, circa 1985
GL.S.4191, Candy Darling with Provincial scene in the background, circa 1985
GL.S.4190, Teri Toye with Provincial scene in the background, circa 1985
GL.S.4189, Candy Darling with Provincial scene in the background, circa 1985
GL.S.4188, Teri Toye with Provincial scene in the background, circa 1985
GL.S.4187, Alex with Provincial scene in the background, circa 1985
GL.S.4186, Alex with Provincial scene in the background, circa 1985
GL.S.4185, Candy Darling with Provincial scene in the background, circa 1985
GL.S.4184, Candy Darling with Provincial scene in the background, circa 1985
GL.S.4183, Alex with Provincial scene in the background, circa 1985
GL.S.4182, Greer Lankton Lankton's Doll, Candy Darling, wearing floral dress and floral handbag, circa 1985
GL.S.4181, Candy Darling wearing floral dress and floral handbag, circa 1985
GL.S.4179, Candy Darling wearing floral dress and floral handbag, circa 1985
GL.S.447, Detail - Ellen with short red hair, gold chain necklace, and red lipstick, circa 1985
GL.S.4170, Teri with Provincial scene in the background, circa 1985
GL.S.4164, Alex wearing long red jacket and black leggings, circa 1985
GL.S.4165, Alex wearing long red jacket and black leggings, circa 1985
GL.S.4166, Alex wearing long red jacket and black leggings, circa 1985
GL.S.4167, Alex wearing long red jacket and black leggings, circa 1985
GL.S.4168, Candy Darling and Alex posing for the camera, circa 1985
GL.S.4169, Candy Darling and Alex posing for the camera, circa 1985
GL.S.4171, Candy Darling and Alex posing for the camera, circa 1985
GL.S.4178, Candy Darling wearing floral dress and floral handbag, circa 1985
GL.S.4172, Candy Darling and Alex posing for the camera, circa 1985
GL.S.4173, Candy Darling and Alex posing for the camera, circa 1985
GL.S.4174, Alex wearing long red jacket and black leggings, circa 1985
GL.S.4175, Alex wearing long red jacket and black leggings, circa 1985
GL.S.4176, Alex wearing long red jacket and black leggings, circa 1985
GL.S.4177, Candy Darling wearing floral dress and floral handbag, circa 1985
GL.S.446, Head of red-haired doll, shoulders up, collar bones emphasized, circa 1985
GL.S.448, Portrait of a doll with long black hair, dressed in grey or black shirt, detailed face and makeup, circa 1985
GL.S.4162, Candy Darling and Alex posing for the camera, circa 1985
GL.S.4207, Ellen sitting on the stoop, circa 1987
GL.S.4217, Sissy wearing black wrap around her head with black sunglasses, circa 1987
GL.S.4194, Sissy wearing black wrap around her head with black sunglasses, circa 1987
GL.S.4195, Sissy wearing black wrap around her head with black sunglasses, circa 1987
GL.S.4196, Sissy wearing black wrap around her head with black sunglasses, circa 1987
GL.S.4197, Sissy wearing black wrap around her head with black sunglasses, circa 1987
GL.S.4198, Sissy wearing black wrap around her head with black sunglasses, circa 1987
GL.S.4199, Sissy wearing black wrap around her head with black sunglasses, circa 1987
GL.S.4200, Sissy wearing black wrap around her head with black sunglasses, circa 1987
GL.S.4201, Sissy wearing black wrap around her head with black sunglasses , circa 1987
GL.S.4202, Sissy wearing black wrap around her head with black sunglasses, circa 1987
GL.S.4203, Sissy wearing black wrap around her head with black sunglasses, circa 1987
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GL.S.4204, Sissy wearing black wrap around her head with black sunglasses, circa 1987
GL.S.4193, Sissy wearing black wrap around her head with black sunglasses, circa 1987
GL.S.4205, Sissy wearing black wrap around her head with black sunglasses, circa 1987
GL.S.4208, Ellen sitting on the stoop, circa 1987
GL.S.449, Close-up portrait of doll with dark hair, wearing pearls and floral head piece, circa 1985
GL.S.4206, Ellen sitting on the stoop, circa 1987
GL.S.450, Portrait of doll with very long hair holding up a sparkly box with female figurine on top, circa 1985
GL.S.451, Portrait of two dolls, possibly still in progress together, circa 1985
GL.S.452, Portrait of doll with long dark hair and blue eye shadow, circa 1985
GL.S.453, Close-up portrait of Paul Monroe doll, pink toned hair, hand in frame, circa 1985
GL.S.456, Image of a review of an exhibit of Greer Lankton's dolls at Civilian Warfare, circa 1985
GL.S.4192, Sissy wearing black wrap around her head with black sunglasses, circa 1987
GL.S.4216, Sissy wearing black wrap around her head with black sunglasses, circa 1987
GL.S.4209, Ellen sitting on the stoop, circa 1987
GL.S.4215, Sissy wearing black wrap around her head with black sunglasses, circa 1987
GL.S.4214, Sissy wearing black wrap around her head with black sunglasses, circa 1987
GL.S.4213, Ellen sitting on the stoop, circa 1987
GL.S.4212, Ellen sitting on the stoop, circa 1987
GL.S.4211, Ellen sitting on the stoop, circa 1987
GL.S.4210, Sissy wearing black wrap around her head with black sunglasses, circa 1987
GL.S.4163, Alex wearing long red jacket and black leggings, circa 1985
GL.S.4161, Candy Darling and Alex posing for the camera, circa 1985
GL.S.2740, Chit & Chat seated in red arm chair, circa 1985
GL.S.2757, Portrait of doll's head, bald, with strong bone structure, circa 1985
GL.S.3962, Unidentified Doll wearing floral dress and flower headband with red and black sandals, circa 1985
GL.S.3961, Unidentified Doll wearing floral dress and flower headband with red and black sandals, circa 1985
GL.S.3960, Unidentified Doll wearing floral dress and flower headband with red and black sandals, circa 1985
GL.S.3959, Unidentified Doll wearing floral dress and flower headband with red and black sandals, circa 1985
GL.S.3958, Unidentified Doll wearing floral dress and flower headband with red and black sandals, circa 1985
GL.S.3957, Sissy wearing all pink with a floral hat and gold jewelry, circa 1985
GL.S.3956, Sissy wearing all pink with a floral hat and gold jewelry, circa 1985
GL.S.3955, Doll wearing floral dress and flower headband with red and black sandals, circa 1985
GL.S.2763, Portrait of doll's head with strong bone structure, circa 1985
GL.S.2762, Stacy Hershey, Daughter, with short bob wearing black dress and red heels, circa 1985
GL.S.2761, Stacy Hershey, Daughter, with short bob wearing black dress and red heels, circa 1985
GL.S.2760, Stacy Hershey, Daughter, with short bob wearing black dress and red heels, circa 1985
GL.S.2759, Portrait of doll's head, bald, with strong bone structure, circa 1985
GL.S.2758, Portrait of doll's head, bald, with strong bone structure, circa 1985
GL.S.2756, Portrait of doll's head, bald, with strong bone structure, in strong half light, deep features, circa 1985
GL.S.3964, Unidentified Doll wearing floral dress and flower headband with red and black sandals, circa 1985
GL.S.2747, Stacy Hershey, Daughter with short bob wearing black dress and red heels, circa 1985
GL.S.2741, Chit & Chat seated in a chair, circa 1985
GL.S.2742, Portrait of female conjoined dolls seated in angular red arm chair, circa 1985
GL.S.2743, Grandma Myrtle and The Pinheads, Gail & Harold, circa 1985
GL.S.2744, Chit & Chat seated in a chair, circa 1985
GL.S.2745, Stacy Hershey, Daughter with short bob and bangs, circa 1985
GL.S.2746, Detail - Stacy Hershey, Daughter, circa 1985
GL.S.2748, Stacy Hershey, Daughter, with bob wearing black dress and red heels, circa 1985
GL.S.2755, Portrait of doll [Red, maybe?] With red bob and bangs, wearing black dress and red heels, skirt fully extended to
shoes, transparent, circa 1985
GL.S.2749, Small male doll with short blond hair sitting on a motorcycle, circa 1985
GL.S.2750, Stacy Hershey, Daughter, with bob wearing black dress and red heels, circa 1985
GL.S.2751, Stacy Hershey, Daughter, with short bob wearing black dress and red heels, circa 1985
GL.S.2752, Stacy Hershey, Daughter, with short bob wearing black dress and red heels, circa 1985
GL.S.2753, Stacy Hershey, Daughter, with short bob wearing black dress and red heels, circa 1985
GL.S.2754, Stacy Hershey, Daughter, with short bob wearing black dress and red heels, circa 1985
GL.S.3963, Unidentified Doll wearing floral dress and flower headband with red and black sandals, circa 1985
GL.S.3965, Unidentified Doll wearing floral dress and flower headband with red and black sandals, circa 1985
GL.S.4160, Candy Darling and Alex posing for the camera, circa 1985
GL.S.4100, Close-up headshot of Candy Darling, circa 1985
GL.S.4094, Close-up headshot of Candy Darling, circa 1985
GL.S.4095, Close-up headshot of Candy Darling, circa 1985
GL.S.4096, Close-up headshot of Candy Darling, circa 1985
GL.S.4097, Close-up headshot of Candy Darling, circa 1985
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GL.S.4098, Close-up headshot of Candy Darling, circa 1985
GL.S.4099, Close-up headshot of Candy Darling, circa 1985
GL.S.4101, Candy Darling wrapped in pink crushed velvet, circa 1985
GL.S.4092, Close-up portrait of Candy Darling, circa 1985
GL.S.4102, Coco wearing houndstooth suit and sitting on leopard-print sofa, circa 1985
GL.S.4103, Coco wearing houndstooth suit and sitting on leopard-print sofa, circa 1985
GL.S.4104, Close-up headshot of Coco, circa 1985
GL.S.4105, Coco wearing houndstooth suit and sitting on leopard-print sofa, circa 1985
GL.S.4158, Alex wearing long red jacket and black leggings, circa 1985
GL.S.4159, Alex wearing long red jacket and black leggings, circa 1985
GL.S.4093, Close-up headshot of Candy Darling, circa 1985
GL.S.4091, Close-up portrait of Candy Darling, circa 1985
GL.S.4075, Doctor Divine and Lady Demoral, circa 1985
GL.S.4082, Doctor Divine and Lady Demoral, circa 1985
GL.S.4076, Doctor Divine and Lady Demoral, circa 1985
GL.S.4077, Doctor Divine and Lady Demoral, circa 1985
GL.S.4078, Doctor Divine and Lady Demoral, circa 1985
GL.S.4079, Doctor Divine and Lady Demoral, circa 1985
GL.S.4080, Doctor Divine and Lady Demoral, circa 1985
GL.S.4081, Doctor Divine and Lady Demoral, circa 1985
GL.S.4083, Doctor Divine and Lady Demoral, circa 1985
GL.S.4090, Doctor Divine and Lady Demoral, circa 1985
GL.S.4084, Doctor Divine and Lady Demoral, circa 1985
GL.S.4085, Doctor Divine and Lady Demoral, circa 1985
GL.S.4086, Doctor Divine and Lady Demoral, circa 1985
GL.S.4087, Candy Darling, circa 1985
GL.S.4088, Detail - Candy Darling, circa 1985
GL.S.4089, Doctor Divine and Lady Demoral, circa 1985
GL.S.4397, Unidentified Doll with long hair sitting on a chair on the stoop, circa 1987
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